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NOTICE OF MEETING 

 

The next meeting of the Branch will be held on the 15th April at the Melbourne Camera Club Building, cnr. 

Dorcas & Ferrars Sts  South Melbourne at 8pm.   This will be a Member’s night. 

 

The May meeting will be on the 20th and this will also be a Member’s night unless advised otherwise.    
  

Raffles & Supper as usual. 
  

 

 

 Articles for the Bulletin are still needed and any suggestions or volunteers to speak at our meetings would          

be welcome. 

 

 

Back copies of the Victorian Branch Bulletin are being prepared in pdf form and will available on the MSA 

website. 

  

  

In February we welcomed Kathleen Hayes to our meeting who attended for the first time. Kathleen is a 

University of Melbourne student and is studying conditioning methods to prepare abalone for the stress of live 

export.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Michael Lyons      Tel. No. 9894 1526 

 

 

Printed courtesy of Steve Herberts Office, Parliamentary Member for Eltham 
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Acting Chairman’s Report for 2012  

 

It has been twelve months since our long standing president, Fred Bunyard, “retired” after 23 years in the 

chair. I would like to take this time to sincerely thank Fred for his efforts and it is good to see that he is still 

overseeing the drawing of the raffles at our monthly meetings.     

 

Most meetings throughout the year have been member’s nights, with many individuals contributing. Our April 

meeting was an informative chiton identification workshop presented by Leon Altoff and at our June meeting 

Simon Wilson talked on his experiences shell collecting in China and Lynton Stephens gave a presentation on 

the work he has completed on his book on south east Australian shells. 

 

I would like to thank all the people who have contributed at our meetings. Furthering our knowledge of 

molluscs and sharing experiences is what our meetings are all about. A lot of work goes into running the 

branch and without volunteers we would cease to exist. Our collective thanks go to Don and Val Cram for 

editing the Branch Bulletin; Alena Bebenicek for supplying refreshments at meetings; Chris and Fred Bunyard 

for printing and posting the Branch Bulletin / supplying shells for our raffles and Simon Wilson for being 

librarian and taking minutes at our meetings. Thanks also go to everyone who has contributed articles for the 

Branch Bulletin. 

 

Financially the branch is proving sustainable, with funds being raised by shell sales and raffles; craft shell 

sales by Jack Austin, the sale of “Malsoc” badges and sales of the index to the Branch Bulletin prepared by 

Jack Austin with help from Robert Burn. These efforts are greatly appreciated and, combined with the rebate 

we receive from Council, ensure we can continue our meetings and distribute the Branch Bulletin 

 

However, as 2012 draws to a close the future of our status as a branch of the Malacological Society is under a 

cloud. At the annual general meeting in December a motion to downgrade branches to affiliate status will be 

voted on. I am not sure what has prompted this but it has come as a complete surprise and is a threat to the 

very survival of the group. I would urge anyone who can to attend the AGM and for those that can’t to appoint 

a proxy so that our voice can be heard. 

 

Finally I wish all members a happy and prosperous 2013 and a Merry Christmas and happy New Year. 

 

Michael Lyons  acting Chairman 

         

lmported Bait "Pipis" 

 

ln 2009 there were some simultaneous reports from Central Victorian beaches of empty bivalves unlike any 

species in area literature. Joan Hales did her detective work, ascertaining that live-taken bivalves were 

harvested in quantity in Vietnam and shipped here for packaging as bait shells, I think her research included 

that each batch was irradiated, or otherwise rendered innocuous, on arrival at Customs. The species is variable 

and identification was debated, settling on Meretrix lirata Sowerby, an option being M. lusoria Roding. 

 

Later the same year some specimens were collected from some of these beaches of another import which I 

have tentatively marked Callista chinensis (Holten) - with a cf. 

 

Now, March ,2013,1 have a third species, again Veneridae - Ruditapes phillippinarum (Adams & Reeve). This 

name looks a good fit and it replaces R.variegatus (Sowerby), synonym of the above. All three species are 

stated by one or another author to be abundant in their native habitat. 

 

Joan Hales adds that in their Inverloch area one or more Asian species of bait shell, additional to the above, 

have been seen on beaches. 

Jack Austin 
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Dive reports from Geoff Macaulay 

 

24.02.2013   Green Point Brighton     Solo  Night 

Entry 2100   Time 50min 

Max Depth 5m            Vis 2-4m                  Temp 23 deg 

Weather fine  mild southerly wind 

 

Another sweltering evening with the temptation to cool off too great. I geared up again in the Green Point 

Car Park and made an easy entry across the sand. On this occasion I decided to head in a more westerley 

direction and planned to follow the reef edge out into deeper water. Visibility in the shallows was quite 

poor but improved rapidly offshore.  

Other than the vis, I could have almost believed I was back in the Coral Sea again until I started seeing 

Small Spined Porcupine Fish and Nassarius pyrrhus. Initially I followed the reef as planned but this 

disintegrated into rubble patches and then sand ridges on moderatley fine sand. Apart from Common 

Stingarees, Nassarius pyrrhus and Polinices conicus there seemd to be little about until I got down to about 

4.5m and slightly grittier sand.  

At this point I started to see numerous dead Eumarcia fumigata and then live ones by tracking in the sand. 

Casually digging a large number of these out of the sand mainly at the end of tracks buried up to 3 cm 

deep, I came across a single specimen much deeper in about  6-8 cm which on closer inspection turned out 

to be a juvenile of my main target species Callista kingii. Extensive search of the surrounding area failed to 

find any further live specimens but a single fresh dead adult was located still among E. fumigata.  

 

A little deeper the sand became slightly siltier and dead Fulvia tenuicostata became common down into 

just over 5m. I turned back and encountered the same sand and located  a freshly crushed individual. It was 

interesting to note that this had been shattered and I am guessing from the close proximity of the fragments 

that this may have been from a large red swimmer crab rather than a stingray. Both Fulvia tenuicostata and 

Eumarcia fumigata had been opened with valves usually intact and I did see one specimen of E. fumigata 

under attack from a large Polinices conicus. A single dumpling squid was seen. Interesting fish included a 

Pygmy Leatherjacket in a spotted green plumage and on the top of a silty sand ridge what was probably a 

small 3cm Sculptured Seamoth. Coming into shallower water I also picked up valves of Dosinia, 

Circomphalus disjecta (low ridged form)  and likely Fusinus undulatus.  

 

Many of these shells are likely subfossil but some are just fresh enough to suppose they may be living 

nearby. Interestingly many of the dead valves of Callista kingii seem to be the less common pale variety 

rather than the orange/brown steripped form. A pleasant dive marred only by standing on some glass 

fragments while getting changed back in the car park. 

 

17.02.13  Stony Point Jetty 

0600 Entry Dive Time 50min 

Max 9m  Vis 2m 

Night/Dawn  Calm/ High Tide 

Temp 20deg 

Due to a lack of suitable tides I struggled up early and was in the water by about 0600. The water was 

already slack and the upper section of ramp underwater. I entered the water and headed to the middle 

section of the Pier. Visibility was poor with a maximum of about 2m bur usually less. A few fish including 

a large Magpie Perch were present but interesting shells scare. I did see a very orange Conus anemone but 

with a large scar and many Calliostoma armillatum. Sea urchins and stars were abundant as usual. Several 

small Microcolus dunkeri were seen on edges/overhangs.  

 

Many areas appeared to be more silted than previously – especially the dead Bryozoan patch on the 

shoreward side of the pier just north of the mid section.  A single dead Notocypraea piperita was collected 

and a few dead colourful Chlamys asperrimus. After about 40mins the tide was picking up and seemed to 

be running out from the pier so I made a prudent decision to exit the water. What a delight to come up out 

of the dark into a brilliant early sunrise. 
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Neotrigonia puzzles 

 

In 2011, shell dealer Hugh Morrison described a new species of Neotrigonia, N. jacksoni from the mid-

central to northern coast  of Western Australia.  He separated his new species from the conchologically 

closest species N.bednalli (Verco, 1907) and N. margaritacea (Lamarck, 1805) because it had the lowest 

average rib count (21-24) and the highest average Posterodorsal-Posterior margin angle (122º-142º).  In 

these latter two species, the rib count and margin angle is respectively 25-27 and 126º-131º and 23-25 and 

127º-134º. 

 

He also commented that the rib ornamentation in N. jacksoni comprises low round pustules confined to the 

width of the rib, whereas N. bednalli has spatulate spines that may be wider at their extremity than at the 

attachment point, and N. margaritacea has pointed or round spines.  As to distribution, Morrison indicates 

N. jacksoni from Dongara to King Sound, north of Broome, WA, N. bednalli  from Robe, SA to Albany, 

WA, and N. margaritacea from Eden, NSW to Robe, SA including Victoria and Tasmania. 

 

Huber (2010), in his bivalve compendium, extended his commentary on Trigoniidae to all Australian 

species, including if I read him correctly, unnamed species of which N. jacksoni mentioned above is one.  

His concept of species and distributions is somewhat different to that of Hugh Morrison.  For examples, he 

writes of the trigonal spiny sculpture on the narrow ribs of N. margaritacea, but gives its range as NSW to 

Tasmania (presumably including Bass Strait.); the stronger “quite regularly plaited” ribs of N. bednalli with 

wide distribution from Western Port Bay ,Victoria to King George Sound (=Albany), WA.  He also writes 

of unpublished findings that N. margaritacea and N. bednalli may be the one species. 

 

In recent years, Ken Bell has sorted many very small Neotrigonia valves from deep water Western 

Australian samples.  These valves nearly always have the initial trigoniid sculpture, both comarginal to the 

umbo and radial, in pristine condition.  Study of the sculpture on the ribs could be very informative as to 

the separation of adult species. 

 

References 

 

Huber, M. 2010 Compendium of bivalves.  Conch Books: Germany 904pp 

 

Morrison, H.M. 2011  Description of Neotrigonia jacksoni n. sp. From the mid-central to northern coast of 

Western Australia (Bivalvia, Trigoniidae). Conchylia 41 (3-4): 2-12. 

Robert Burn 

 

 

More on Notopala hanleyi (Frauenfeld, 1864) 

 

In January 1969 while staying with my sister and brother in law who had an Orange Grove on the Murray 

River at Nangiloc, 40kms east of Mildura, we collected several specimens of  Notopala hanleyi, which 

were abundant in shallow water on a sand flat at Spencers Bend, a popular swimming spot close to  my 

sisters property.  Also collected were specimens of Corbiculina australis (Deshayes, 1830), Plotiopsis 

balonnensis (Conrad, 1850) and Velesunio ambiguus (Philippi, 1847).  

 

In VBB 171 and 173, 1994 and 212, 2001, I reported on the extinction of Notopala hanleyi in the Murray 

River, presumably due to environmental changes and river regulation, now only existing in one irrigation 

pipeline at Kingston SA (Sheldon & Walker 1993a&b). 

  

In late February of 1994 we revisited Spencers Bend and compared with photographs taken in 1969, the 

river was almost as low. Walking one kilometre along the sand bank at the waters edge and back along the 

outer bank, not one live or dead specimen of N.handleyi was found. Plotiopsis balonnensis was also absent 

but double valves of Corbiculina australis were common. 
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Of the originally collected specimens of N.handleyi, five were retained in our collection with operculums 

attached and another five put into a small box marked Nangiloc 1/1/69 and forgotten. Recent examination 

of these specimens found that although the operculums were intact, the animals had dried to a black 

powder. I then removed this residue from two specimens and placed in petri dishes in what proved to be a 

futile attempt to find a radula, but in one dish there were four small embryonic shells . Any other specimens 

possibly destroyed or lost during removal of residue. 

 

This species belongs to the family Viviparidae which bear living young rather than the normal gastropod 

method of laying and brooding eggs. The eggs are brooded and hatched internally within the parents body 

(Viviparous) and are released presumably when environmental conditions are favourable.  

 

There are four recognised valid species of Viviparidae in Australia, N.hanleyi and N.sublineata 

(Conrad,1850) which now appear to be extinct in their natural environment of the lower Murray River, but 

N sublineata is still abundant in Cooper Creek in the Lake Eyre Basin (Sheldon, unpublished in 1993).  N. 

essingtonensis (Frauenfeld, 1862)  and N. waterhousii (A.Adams and Angus, 1864) occur  across the north 

and north west of the continent.  

These specimens of N.handleyi and the embryonic shells are now important specimens in our collection 

and are of scientific value, as the date is recorded when they were abundant in their natural environment. 

The two Northern Australian species collected on our travels are shown here with them.   

 

References 
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Left - Two 27mm high specimens of 

Notopala hanleyi from Nangiloc 

Victoria with four 3.5-4.5mm wide 

embryonic shells taken from another 

specimen in this lot.  

         Collected 01/01/1969. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ID of these two northern 

Australian species based 

 mainly on locality. 

 

 

 
 

Two 27.5 & 24.5 mm high  specimens of N.essingtonensis                  A single dead 24mm high specimen of N. waterhousii  

from a billabong at the Old Elsey Station Mataranka NT                  from Geikie Gorge near Fitzroy Crossing  north west                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Collected  18/07/1982.                                                                        Australia.   Collected 12/09/2002. 

Don Cram 
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February meeting Report 

 

Tonight was a member’s night and the following members made presentations… 

 

 Bruce Livett gave a detailed presentation on cone shells on stamps.  As part of his presentation Bruce 

summarized the literature available to those with an interest in cones.  Bruce showed images of cones on 

stamps of interest including Australia’s only example, Conus textile as well as some noticeable errors.  

Bruce and his collaborator, Tom Walker have produced a website 

http://grimwade.biochem.unimelb.edu.au/cone/cones on stamps.html (Bruce has penned an article which 

will be made available and published in the Branch Bulletin at a future date).  John Down passed around 

an album of cones on stamps from is collection.  

  

Don Cram  showed images of the differences  between the radula of Mitridae (images shown from Mitra 

stictica and Vexillum australe) and Costellaridae.  The radula of Vexillum australe showed that this 

species is correctly positioned as a Costellarid as a Vexillum. 

 

Simon Wilson showed self collected specimens of  Astele subcarinatum from Stony Point, Coralliophila 

mira from  Port Phillip Heads, a large dead Notocypraea angustata from Port Phillip heads, and 

Notochlamys hexactes from Portsea.  Simon also showed some specimens of Zoila venusta from off 

Perth and Zoila friendii  from  Israelite Bay, 200km east of Esperance. 

 

Geoff Macaulay showed specimens collected from East Diamond Island on his recent trip to the Coral 

Sea including Voluta perplicata, Harpa sp., Lambis chiragra, Cypraea childreni. 

Michael Lyons  

        
              M.S.A Victorian Branch Financial Statement  31/01/2013 

 

Balance as at 30/01/12                                                                                               $1757.69 

 

Receipts 

Raffles                                                                                  $116.20 

Subscriptions received                                                        $505.00 

Craft shell sales                                                                   $215.00 

Badge Sales                                                                        $30.00 

Bulletin Index Sales                                                           $25.00 

Shell sales                                                                             $13.00 

Bank Interest                                                                        $46.82 

                                                                                              $951.02                

                                                                                                                             $951.02          

                                                                                                                               $2708.71 

Expenses 

Postage                                                                                 $160.55 

Subscriptions out                                                                $430.00 

Room Rental                                                                       $270.00 

Book Purchases                                                                   $107.00     

Refreshments                                                                       $50.00 

Subscriptions to other clubs  $59.55 

                                                                                              $107710 

                                                                                                                                     $1077.10 

 Balance as at 31/01/2013                                                                                          $1631.61  

 

                                                                                                          Michael Lyons (Hon.Sec/Treasurer) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                 

  

http://grimwade.biochem.unimelb.edu.au/cone/cones%20on%20stamps.html

